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The Joy And Enlightenment Of The Crystal Kingdom ~ Waith Addresses Crystals From 

Those In Attendance 

 

We would preface this session with you all by indicating that The Mineral Kingdom is 

one of many kingdoms that works in harmony with The Human Kingdom, and The 

Human Kingdom is one of many kingdoms that works in harmony with The Mineral 

Kingdom, and that many of you have been in The Mineral Kingdom. You have done a 

sojourn in The Mineral Kingdom. And some of you, when you finish in The Human 

Kingdom, may decide to go into The Mineral Kingdom. There is no order of seniority or 

superiority in the kingdoms available for lesson learning. So you may find that, as we 

give you information about your mineral kingdom friend, that you will have shared 

experiences with that energy that is still in The Mineral Kingdom when you were sharing 

The Mineral Kingdom experience. Now, let us begin. 

 

(A crystal is handed to Waith) What would you like to know, my love? 

 

Nothing specific, just what you have to tell me. 

 

Ah, you leave it up to me. This is for the entity about to enter in. It would want to be 

with you at the arrival of the new entity ~ or entities. ☺ But we are not saying 

specifically, just the probabilities. This crystal has been in an experience with the entity 

about to enter in, the energy grouping of this new entity. It has been lying dormant now 

for many, many earth plane years in its connection with the new entity coming. It has 

served you in its capacity of cleansing your environment, and it will continue to serve in 

that capacity. It now expands in its path, for the new entity(s) are charged with working 

into The New Illusion and healing in ways that are not known in the current illusion, but 

will be in The New Illusion. 

 

Should it rest in my room until then and then go into the child's room?  

 

It would be best served in your environment for now, and when it is in the environment 

of the new entity(s), then you would place it into that room once it has made the energy 

connection at entry time. We have fluffed it up a bit. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah! Its mission is to aid you in the letting go of a certain issue that keeps 

you bound to an addiction, and it is working quite well, for you are releasing now. And 

this energy was with you during the first experience that you had in dealing with this 

issue many, many hundreds of lifetimes ago, and has its mission of being with you 

specifically in a lifetime in which you take on additional workings of this issue, and you 

are near the end now. This is the lifetime that potentially you could rid yourself of this 

particular issue. You know of what I speak. And we rejuvenate this energy a bit, for it has 

served you so well, and you it, for its path in The Mineral Kingdom has been of a very 
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long duration, and your path in The Mineral Kingdom was of a short duration, but you 

connected at that time, and it was at that time of connection that the agreement was 

made with this energy that it would follow you through into The Human Kingdom and 

assist you in one particular issue. It would be your decision to make which that issue 

would be. And thus, it has happened. Enjoy. 

 

I get the urge now and again to loan it out. Is that appropriate? 

 

It would not be appropriate. 

 

Then I would be better off carrying it with me, or leaving it stationary some place? 

 

Your connection now is so evolved with this energy that you need not be physically in, 

together. However, on occasion, just as you would want to physically be with any other 

energy, it is appropriate to carry it with you, as you would a human friend wanting to be 

in close proximity. It is no different. 

 

(Another crystal) Could you give me a general idea of what I am to do with that, and would it be 
appropriate to wear it as a pendant around my neck, and if so, in what kind of state? 

 

Give you a general idea about what it is all about, hmm? We would answer the second 

question first and that it would be most appropriate to wear as a pendant. It would be 

happiest if it had very thin ~ it is copper ~ very thin copper wiring that is encased in a 

way that that which is the pointed part faces up, not out. Do you understand? 

 

You would not want to puncture this encasement, but rather, to have it in a way that 

would simply surround it. You would be careful of when you wear this, for it is not for 

general wearing, but wearing in times of what you would best describe as the search for 

New Illusion earth material. Do you understand? It is here to help you in that part of 

your mission of The New Illusion earth material search. You would be most careful of 

any entity touching this energy from now until your search has been completed, which 

will occur within perhaps two to three earth plane years. 

 

(Another crystal) You see how beautiful this encasement is. You would want this to be held 

so that the light shines through, and you would find a vehicle that would enable this, 

perhaps what you call a stand or a silver wiring that could be placed around it, and it 

could be hung, and you would want it to be placed in what you call the window so that 

it could have the light shining through. And on occasion, you would place it outside in 

the environment and allow that which is the rain to come onto this encasement. It has 

spent a great deal of time in its own path on The Water Planet and is now coming onto 

the earth plane to experience life on the earth plane. 

 

You are an incubator for this crystal. This means that you are charged with the nurturing 

of this crystal as it adapts to the vibration of the earth plane illusion. It needs much light, 
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as much as you are able, even during earth plane days of cloudiness and darkness when it 

is ordinarily light. It needs to be in the light. You will spend a great deal of time with this 

energy in your hands when you meditate. 

 

I have been doing just that. 

 

Indeed. Continue to do that, for you give to this crystal information from your Higher 

Self that will enable it to then take on the remainder of its path on the earth plane. You 

are, in essence, its mother in this incarnation. And when it is time for this energy to move 

on, you will know, and it will be a natural parting. It will not be for some time, 

however. You might ask it what its name is. 

 

(Another crystal) This is a rock that I am very fond of. I have had it for many years. 

 

Ah, it is a most delightful energy. It serves as a comfort for you. It shows the result of 

much touching and love. You have given this energy much soothing, and it now knows 

that it is time for her, and it is a female vibration, to give back to you some of the 

soothing that you have given to her. And you will be working with certain Terra Lux 

members who will aid you in healing, and this energy will be with you in that healing 

process and will serve as a conduit of energy projection that will aid in the path you 

have chosen to complete a particular issue that has shown its manifestation of pain in a 

particular area of your encasement, soon to be alleviated. 

 

You know, we are enjoying petting. It is a most receptive vibration that enjoys simply 

laying, if you could imagine just yourselves laying out and someone is petting you and 

you just sort of become very limp and enjoy the process. This energy has had much 

experience in this and is most, most delightful. Yes. 

 

(Another crystal) I am new at crystals and that is the first one I have purchased. 

 

She is new at crystals and this is the first one she has purchased. Her life as she now 

knows it has ended, hasn’t it now? ☺ The first crystal. It always begins that way, doesn’t 

it? The first crystal. You see, crystals are able to call out and say, "Take me. Take me," as 

most of you can attest to, eh, my bright energies? The sea shells. Everyone needs a starter 

crystal, don’t they now? This is your starter crystal. It is also what we refer to as a beacon 

crystal. Mm. Many in this gathering are saying, "She has her beacon crystal right away 

and we have to wait." And "Waith does not tell us often if it is the beacon or not. He 

makes us find out ourselves."  

 

We give this as a gift to you for information, for it is important that you understand the 

significance of the beacon crystal in that it is The Protector of the crystal environment in 

which you will soon find yourself. Rocks are part of the kingdom. It is really The Mineral 

Kingdom of which crystals are one element. You might want to, before leaving this 

vibration, go to the basket that has the sea shells, and they are for anyone who would 
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want one, and simply place your hand with the beacon crystal over the basket of sea 

shells and one will jump out into your hand. And thus, it begins. ☺ 

 

You would want to keep this crystal on material that is very soft and white, and for the 

time being, until you have numbers of others from The Mineral Kingdom demanding 

your attention, you would meditate with this, whatever form of focus you take for 

yourself. If it is walking, you would take this with you when you walk. If you are 

engaged in activity that keeps you focused, keep this crystal with you, for there is the 

need for bonding. And when an entity is just developing their environment for The 

Mineral Kingdom, then bonding is the usual practice. And you will find, eventually, there 

would be no need to formally bond with a Mineral Kingdom member for they will find 

you and the bonding will already have occurred. 

 

Is that something that I should wear, or just hold? 

 

You would want to hold, and when not holding, place it in any location that feels right 

for you, in your vibration, on this soft white material. Come back to us in about three 

sessions and tell us how many from The Mineral Kingdom are now in your environment. 

☺ 

 

(Another crystal) Ah. This is a crystal that has recently undergone a rather traumatic 

experience and is recovering. 

 

Sometimes he does not want me to wear him. I feel like it is a male. 

 

Yes, it is what you would call a male vibration. Yes, it has undergone severe attacks from 

the dark energies of which it is aligned in its own kingdom. The Mineral Kingdom also 

has its dark entities that attack. We soothe it now. He is not wanting to run about, but 

rather to rest. And you would want to remove this ~ what do you call this binding that 

is around it ~ and to allow him to become a meditation crystal rather than a decorative 

crystal. 

 

I had those feelings. 

 

What did you need me for? ☺ 

 

I wanted to make sure. 

 

He is soothed. We have placed energy into him. Allow him perhaps to sit on what you 

call the windowsill. Not all crystals need to be in the light, you know, but some require 

this more than others. And keep it warm. 

 

(Another crystal) Any link between me and this crystal? 
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Any link between him and this crystal. You need an Archangel to tell you this! 

 

I probably do. 

 

Ah, it has spent a most interesting time with you in the Atlantean time frame, the final 

days of Atlantis when you were engaged in mind work, as it was called. And The Crystal 

Kingdom was utilized and, well recorded now, abused by many Atlanteans in the use of 

the powers to control the minds. You were involved in, shall we say, borderline activities 

where there was the struggle to keep the spiritual aspects, but there was also tremendous 

pressures from an influential grouping of energies to have you control the minds of 

others. 

 

It was done to many, many during this time of Atlantis. It was a time of very tremendous 

learning of lessons of issues relating to abuse of power. And this crystal was in the form 

of, as best as we can describe this, it stood approximately ten feet, as you would have 

your frame of reference in this illusion, in its height. You were close to that height. 

Atlanteans were very tall. And in its circumference, it was approximately five feet, you 

see. 

 

It was most powerful as an energy, and it, too, had to learn lessons of abuse and 

allowing itself to be used in abuse. Your energy and this energy worked as a team to help 

each other in the balance of the abuse versus the spiritual use of the power, and more 

times than not, you went in favor of the spiritual, and you ended the life on the plus 

side. You have come now with this energy in this incarnation for some very interesting 

lessons that you complete together. And it would be appropriate, my son, that at some 

time in the near future, you would perhaps want to speak with us privately, and we 

could give you further insights. 

 

(Another crystal) This is also my first crystal. 

 

This is also his first crystal. The Mineral Kingdom is ~ must be getting bored or cannot 

get themselves heard enough by those of you who it has surrounded itself, and so now it 

is bringing in new recruits. It is most enjoyable. They are very good at this, you know. 

 

This is a crystal that is going to be of healing service to you. It has a particular property 

of energy that is unique to The Crystal Kingdom, and not to any of the other kingdoms, 

that allows a certain energy transference from it to a particular physical point on the 

human encasement, that when utilized properly in a spiritual mode can be of 

tremendous healing power, at least for the physical ailment, the pain that would come 

from the physical manifestation of an issue. And in providing relief of the pain of the 

physical, enables you then to concentrate on the higher issues that are involved in the 

physical manifestation of the pain. 
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This crystal is ready to Be of Service to you. It awaits, however, the entry of another of 

its comrades to Be of Service. There are two who will be able to work together. And it 

will be for you the beginnings of the issues that we were just discussing of abuse versus 

non abuse, and it is the beginning for you. We are not often able to give the information 

to an entity that they are about to begin an issue. Usually, we are telling you that you 

are half way through, or three quarters of the way through, you are almost there, 

something to give you hope for. Yes, however, there is no hope at this point! ☺ This is 

actually a minor issue that could be completed in one lifetime. It is not a biggie. Or you 

could stretch it out, as is so often the case, and let it go on for lifetime after lifetime after 

lifetime. It is entirely up to you. 

 

(Another crystal) I got this as a gift from my daughter and my granddaughter. They picked it out. 
But ever since I got it, it wants to be with this one. I wear them as earrings. I was wondering why if 
I wear one, I have to wear the other one. 

 

You have to!? 

 

Well. They want to be together. 

 

They want to be together. 

 

And is there any connection between the one given as a gift, and my daughter, and myself? 

 

We always enjoy when an entity says they have to. You know, most interesting. Well 

now, they want to be together. So why do you try to separate them? 

 

I do not try. I was just ~ that is my question, the connection between them and my daughter and 
myself, if there is any. 

 

They, first of all, do not want to be worn. You know, it takes a certain personality 

crystal, to be worn. They are not, as we have said so often, they are not play things and 

ornaments, and when they are worn it is for a specific purpose. Generally, The Mineral 

Kingdom enjoys rather laying around. ☺ This is where you find them, laying around. 

Where they are made into ornaments of sorts, they are Being of Service in a particular 

way, just as some of The Human Kingdom are ornaments for higher energies, different 

dimensional energies. Some of you make very nice earrings. ☺ 

 

You would want to take off this encasement of each, the wiring. It binds them. They are 

~ we know we run into danger in saying this ~ twin energies. We say that in seriousness 

now and not in the jesting that has come from other questions of twin energies. They 

would want to rest, for they have been through some difficulties within their separate 

vibrations before coming back together. Those difficulties need to be smoothed out for 

them, and when that has occurred, and you will know this in your own meditations, you 

would then utilize them as, once again, decorative.  
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However, they would have new wiring placed around them, and they would be 

together, they would not be separate, so they would be affixed to one particular wiring 

~ very, very delicate wiring of silver would be appropriate. They have been in many 

incarnations with you and, most recently, in your time spent in the vibrational grouping 

of that which is Native Indian, and they were of service in the issues of abuse that we 

have discussed with you. They are friends of yours. Treat them with gentleness. They feel 

suffocated now by this wrapping that surrounds them. 

 

I wear them because I want to keep them with me all the time. 

 

You do not need to keep them with you all the time right now. Allow them their 

breathing space to reunite as the twin energies, that they are so, that they can have a 

unified effort. And when that is appropriate, you will know this, you will then have 

them together, and would be able to perhaps wear, as you say, them, but in very 

selected times also, not continual wear, for they are delicate. 

 

(Another crystal) Just whatever you can tell me about it. I have a feeling that it is calling out to 
people's Higher Selves. 

 

This is a connection that you have with the planet Atlantis. And it does aid you in your 

outreach work, my love, so that it is an example of The Mineral Kingdom that is of 

service by being worn continually, for it enables you to know where to connect with 

those who you meet so regularly. So, you knew that this was what it is, and we have 

energized it a bit. It is had quite a workout recently, and it is now ready to go on in its 

usual manner. When you find yourself drifting into the planet Atlantis, my love, hold 

that crystal and it will ground you. 

 

(Another crystal) Could you tell me anything about that? 

 

I could! ☺ Would I? Yes. Ah. You know, my love, this crystal is a very delicate energy 

and would enjoy having a delicate chain. That might be your first activity, for it would 

be a bit more harmonious. Something of very delicate silver or gold would be 

appropriate. It is an Angelic crystal, for the crystals, you know, also have their Angelics. 

Each kingdom has an Angelic component. And it is a guide for the crystals that you find 

in your environment, those others of The Mineral Kingdom. The rocks have other 

guides, but those that are of the crystal encasement find themselves guided by the energy 

that is in this crystal, and that in turn gives you the guidance that you seek in a particular 

issue relating to love of Self and the quest to build and strengthen love of Self. This is an 

Angelic energy that has as a focus the development of love of Self, and it is connected to 

Bathusela of our company. 

 

I am not familiar with Bathusela. 
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Oh, you need only ask Elijah or any of The Company, community members, of 

Bathusela. 

 

Well, I will ask Elijah when he graces us with his presence. 

 

It is a conversation that can be held at any time, and Bathusela will be available to 

commune with you through your meditation. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah. Ah-h-h. It has a little puncture. You would want to remove that which 

has punctured the encasement and allow a breathing, and allow a soothing, and then to 

take that which is rawhide and wrap around and then wear this so that it comes to the 

Heart Energy Center. 

 

Well, I was attracted to buy this kind of stone, and that one in particular, and had it set up to do 
just that. I did not find a lot of energy in it, and I feel nothing, and I feel very neutral toward it since 
I have had it. 

 

Well, yes. And the reason for that is this puncture. It has neutralized it in its energies 

toward you, and when you have this removed it will, in essence, allow the free flowing 

of the energy in the encasement, and you will then feel the energy. The energy that 

others are feeling is the energy of discontent. And it is a test for you, for this crystal 

mineral has been with you in, of course, many incarnations and wants to work with you 

in a particular development of a healing technique. It is a healing programmed energy 

but it needs to not have the puncture. And when you have removed this pin, what you 

would call, and you have re-encased it, and you have placed it near the Heart Center, 

then bring it to Mushiba and she will take it from there. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah. The pyramid form. This energy is aligned with the new energy that is 

being transferred into this vibrational area for the time of The New Illusion. And it is 

aiding you, my love, in your own advancements, energy wise, to be aligned with the 

new earth vibration once The Shift has occurred, and its purpose is to absorb certain 

energy transferences that are coming from other parts of the earth planet now, into this 

particular geographic area, and it serves as a conductor and then a facilitator to certain 

energy points in the geographic area. Your path, as it relates to the information we have 

just given you, is about to unfold, and we would also find it appropriate to speak with 

you privately to discuss the unfolding of your latest adventure. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah, yes. Ah, you know, this crystal wants very much for you to hold it 

and to keep it with you in a place where you could hold it often, unlike some of the 

other more independent minded crystals who want to be left alone, ☺ not unlike many 

of you, this one wants to be cuddled and held and kept warm. We felt the energy chilled 

as you placed it into our vibration, and it very quickly, now, has warmed by simply 

being held, and if you will do this now, you will find that not only will the crystal be 

warmed but it will warm you and will give you certain insights as you go about your 

earth plane life. 
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It has information that will simply make you feel more comfortable when you are in 

situations of stress in your life. When you feel that you do not know how to respond to 

what another has said to you, and that they have made you feel insecure in your ability 

to respond, this crystal will help you in relaxing and allowing the information that you 

need to say to come through. It is not a cure all, of course, but it is a source of guidance 

and comfort for you. And simply holding this crystal will give you that sense of comfort. 

 

Many entities have their pockets filled with various crystals, and they grab onto what 

they wear all over their encasements at certain times. But, you see, crystals have given 

themselves to Be of Service in this particular way, for some, and for others, it is not 

necessary. So, you would want now to hold this crystal and bond with it, and you will 

feel now the difference in it from when you placed it in my vibration and now when I 

place it back into yours. 

 

(Another crystal) Well, it is about time! ☺ There is a very large group of rocks that are 

going to be torturing you soon to take them with you. It will be up to you. It is a lesson 

about to be undertaken as to whether you heed their call and perhaps find homes for 

them. This is a beacon. Do with it what you have been instructed to do. It was that easy. 

It will help you with all the others that come into your vibration. You might want to 

connect with the energy who bought her first crystal. Give her an idea of what she is up 

against. ☺ There will be a very, very vibrant energy encased in green and blue swirls that 

will be of great value to you in your guidance of the entity who has been entrusted in 

your care and who has come through you. 

 

(Another crystal) Ah. Aha! You need to wear this on a different finger, for this is a crystal 

that literally is meant to point you in the right direction. Thus, it has found itself encased 

in a way that allows it to go into the physical manifestation typically of pointing, you 

see. And you would want to have this on that which is the left hand and that which is 

this finger that I hold up. What do you call this? 

 

The pointing finger. 

 

The pointing finger! ☺ Now. What this does, you see, the tendency with many human 

encased, in thinking, is to place the finger up against the head, you see, and for you the 

left hand is the one that is generally used. And this serves, then, as a guidance, for it 

contains an energy that will work with the Crown Energy Center and the Higher Self in 

bringing through information, not necessarily while in the meditative state, but simply in 

a state of thinking and focusing and determining in what direction to go. And it is this 

purpose that this crystal comes to you, and has been with you, for some time. 

 

(Another crystal) That came from Salem. 
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Indeed. We knew that. Yes, it was with you in one of the covens. Well, you asked! You 

know, you say, this comes from Salem. What would you want me to say? 

 

Exactly that. 

 

Of course. Actually, it has been with you during times when you and others were 

involved with Mushiba in activities in other illusions, not in this particular illusion, that 

historically have been referred to as witches. And understand that any entity who shows 

any sign of connection with higher sources, be it Self or other dimensions, is generally 

labeled a witch.  

 

This illusion uses that word. Other illusions have other names for it, but it is the concept. 

And generally, of course, it is viewed as a negative, or threatening, because of the issues 

involved in developing powers that all of you find yourselves in at various times and in 

various incarnations. So, this was an energy that was with you in several of those 

groupings that you found yourself with Mushiba, and it is appropriate that it go into the 

new Terra Lux vibration when that occurs soon. And it would go perhaps in an area 

where a few others from The Mineral Kingdom that were also in this situation will find 

themselves in the vibration soon. We have regenerated its energy. You will find it to be 

perhaps vibrating now. 

 

(Other crystal) These were presented to me in a box, and you would do me an honor by picking out 
the one that you would like to discuss. 

 

Oh, what fun! Well, we want to discuss all of them, for they are a unit. Hence, they are 

in a box. ☺ This is of what we spoke ~ with the Salem rock, that there are many now 

from The Mineral Kingdom that will be finding their way into the new Terra Lux 

vibration, and their purpose is to Be of Service to all who would come in seeking 

guidance to prepare for The New Illusion, guidance in seeking Higher Self and the 

knowledge from within, and each of these is related to a particular Energy Center. They 

each represent vibration that is worked with each Energy Center, and they were, in fact, 

given certain information by Mushiba that now can be used by her when she does any of 

the energy workings that she does. And thus, she will know what to do with these 

individually. As a unit, they project a very strong energy of unity which represents the 

unity of the Energy Centers in working the harmonious balance of each of your energy 

fields. 

 

Were my feelings of not wanting to disturb their sequence within the circle correct? You know 
everything I have is outside, but not these. And when I leave with them now. or shall we wait until 
we ~ 

 

You would hold them, for they are incubating, and they will be ready when the move 

occurs, at which point you would return them to Mushiba and she will place them in 

their appropriate position in the new location. 
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(Another crystal) Ah, you have warmed it up. You know, this energy is related very strongly 

to certain ~ from The Underground Community, and, you know, there is much work 

that goes on now, even as you gather, with The Underground Community that is related 

to this vibration. And they are also responsible for what you call the divas in the gardens 

and the trees and the grass and all. This energy works with you in connecting with the 

very favorite element that you have, and that is of the flowers, and enables you to sense 

what the flowers feel and what their needs are and the love that you would give to these 

energies. 

 

And this energy is connected to a particular Underground Community member who has 

presented himself to you in a form that you did not realize was ~ for he had to 

reconfigure himself to appear to you, for The Underground Community lives in density 

and not air. Now that you know this, you can watch for this entity to appear and 

connect with you and give you guidance and information, and you to him. He is very 

little. ☺ We jest. It is an energy that you will recognize if you are watching and looking 

for, not able to stay in this vibration for very long at any point in time, but enough time 

that connection can be made. And the energy in this rock enables that continuous 

connection, whether it is in physical or in spirit. 

 

(Another Crystal) I found this over the summer, and I have been having it around, and would like to 
know about it. 

 

Ah. It is a most wonderful energy. Ah. It is what we call a connector energy. Its primary 

purpose is to bring you in contact with others in The Mineral Kingdom in whatever 

encasements they may find themselves, and that the purpose of a connector is to aid 

others in The Mineral Kingdom in their destinations, where they need to be. And, 

generally, connector energies such as this will put themselves into a vibration such as 

yours where they know there will be tremendous exposure to The Mineral Kingdom so 

that those coming, much like a conductor in the airport or the train station ~ you know, 

here come all the energies and this is where you go, and this is where you go, and this is 

where you go. This energy has that responsibility. 

 

It is, however, a very vulnerable position to be in, a conductor, or connector energy, 

and therefore generally this type of energy will find itself with a strong energy who can 

help defend it against any attacks from energies who would want to disrupt its work, for 

it is a very responsible position, if you will, to be in, to help others in The Mineral 

Kingdom to know that this is where they need to go. Now, for you. It has been 

rejuvenated a bit also. It is entrusted in your care. 

 

(Another crystal) My sister could not be here tonight and she asked me to bring a crystal. She has 
three. Shall I make a choice? 

 

You make the choice, my love. 
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Ah, yes. It was the right choice. Indicate to her that this is a meditation crystal and that it 

contains information from an experience that they have both shared while she was in 

The Human Kingdom and ~ this is a female energy ~ while she, the crystal, was in The 

Crystal Kingdom. So, they are in their respective kingdoms. Your sister is seeking 

particular information relating to an issue of dependency, which she will know of what I 

speak, and this crystal contains guidance, if used in the meditative state, that will begin to 

open up the Soul and pull out the memories from the Soul that will aid in the working 

through of this particular issue. We have given this crystal some additional energy that 

will aid in its path. 

 

(Another crystal) This was placed in my hand by a very dear friend this evening. A couple of years 
ago, I would have said, "Is that the best you can do?" And now I say, "Thank you." It was not a 
diamond! 

 

Ah. You see, you have bonded with it already. Its energy is quite high, and, you know, 

this is to help you in the completion of your earth plane studies that will then give you a 

sense of Self that will enable you then to more freely look to the higher sources, for you 

will have rid yourself of certain lower Energy Center issues. Meditate with this, you see? 

Take this with you when you have these exams. 

 

I have a question about a crystal ~ I had a crystal in my hand and I was rubbing it and it shattered, 
and I wondered why. 

 

It left. It was time for its energy to depart. It happens, you see. You can speak with many 

here and others who are not here who will share similar experiences. Sometimes, simply 

it is laying in its spot and it disintegrates, you see. It chose to leave in your hand because 

of the comfort that it was feeling as it left, from your own energy. So, you aided its 

departure. 

 

Well, we are ready to depart, speaking of that, and we look forward to being with you 

in this month two other times, and so, we will be in your vibration again very soon as 

you celebrate the new earth season that approaches. 

 

 


